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Peninsula Humane Society Rescues Screech Owl
Stuck Behind Car Dashboard
Burlingame, CA—Peninsula Humane Society & SPCA (PHS/SPCA) managed to save the life of another
animal thanks to a portable inspection camera and a handy set of tools.
On September 17, a woman called PHS/SPCA to report an owl was trapped in her vehicle. PHS/SPCA
rescue staff responded quickly to the scene in San Carlos to find an owl had somehow wedged himself
behind the dashboard of the woman’s sport utility vehicle. The staff could hear the owl scratching, but
couldn’t see him. They used a portable inspection camera to snake behind the dashboard and spotted the
owl.
“Once the position of the owl was detected by our camera, our rescue staff was tasked with having to
dismantle the glove compartment box to reach the owl,” said PHS/SPCA Communications Manager Buffy
Martin-Tarbox. “The owl was trapped behind the dashboard, but our staff was able to safely remove him.”
Once safely out of the inner workings of the vehicle, PHS/SPCA staff transported the owl to the
PHS/SPCA Wildlife Care Center in Burlingame for evaluation. The owl was identified as a Western
Screech Owl, native to the Peninsula.
“As you can imagine, he was more than a little peeved to be stuck in his situation, but health wise he
doesn’t seem any worse for wear despite his predicament,” according to Tarbox.
The owl will continue to be monitored by PHS/SPCA wildlife staff and once medically cleared will be
returned to the wild.
Photos of the Screech Owl are attached including when he was still stuck behind the dashboard and
when he was brought into PHS/SPCA for evaluation. Photos courtesy of PHS/SPCA.

About Peninsula Humane Society & SPCA
Peninsula Humane Society is a private, open-door, not-for-profit animal welfare organization. Primary
programs include animal adoptions; animal rescue and sheltering, including specialty care for domestic
animals with medical and/or behavioral challenges; wildlife rehabilitation; animal cruelty investigation;
community outreach and education; low-cost spay/neuter; and obedience classes. This vital work is made
possible by volunteers and donations. PHS receives no funding from national animal welfare
organizations. Visit www.phs-spca.org to learn about all PHS’ programs and services, ways to help the
animals and special events.
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